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Abstract

Understanding the interactive structure of dialogues, such as turn taking behaviour
and change of speakers, is a critical prerequisite for dialogue systems which aim
to understand and communicate using natural spoken language. In this work, we
take a data-driven approach to learn turn changes and speaker identity from an
open-domain corpus of movie scripts. We frame the problem as two distinct clas-
sification tasks and investigate the potential of different machine learning models,
including logistic regression and recurrent neural networks. Our results indicate
that it is feasible to estimate turn taking and speaker identity with high accuracy.

1 Introduction

Researchers in the fields of psychology and linguistics have long recognized the importance of
studying the interactive structure of human dialogue, and have therefore spent considerable efforts
to understand its components including non-verbal behaviour, prosody and utterances (Goodrich,
1979; Ford and Thompson, 1996; Dewaele and Furnham, 2000). Research on dialogue systems has
also acknowledged the importance of these elements as a means for building more natural dialogue
systems (Raux et al., 2006) and, in particular, for systems which are able to take initiative them-
selves (Walker and Whittaker, 1995; Nakano et al., 1999). Despite the impressive improvements in
speech recognition and natural language understanding of recent years, most methods for detecting
turn changes remain based on heuristic rules (Raux et al., 2006; Gravano and Hirschberg, 2011).
For example, a dialogue system would assume its interlocutor has finished his or her turn and be-
gin its response once silence has been observed for a certain period of time (e.g. half of a second).
However, such heuristic rules typically lead to unnatural and rigid dialogues (Raux et al., 2006).
Some researchers recently turned to estimating turn taking based on lexico-syntactic, prosodic and
acoustic cues from human interlocutors(Gravano and Hirschberg, 2011; Bredin et al., 2014). With
the exception of Bredin et al. (2014), these approaches all focused on one-on-one task-driven di-
alogues, which are hard to transfer to multi-participant dialogues (dialogues with more than two
interlocutors), and to more open-topic conversations. These approaches were all based on prosodic
and acoustic cues, which require an audio stream together with a speech recognition software or
classifier that outputs prosodic cues.

In a related line of work, research on speech recognition has attacked the problem of speaker identifi-
cation (Miro et al., 2012; Tranter et al., 2006). In the speech recognition community, this is consid-
ered a subtask of the speaker diarisation task. Largely based on acoustic signals, i.e. characteristics
of speaker voices, researchers have built highly accurate models for multi-participant dialogues.
However, it is commonly acknowledged that natural language text itself reflects the personality of
the speaker, in addition to its semantic content (Mairesse et al., 2007). This leads us to the inter-
esting open problem of whether or not algorithms are able to distinguish speakers based only on
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text and context. This problem is further motivated by the increasing number of large unstructured
dialogue datasets, such as the Ubuntu Dialogue Corpus (Lowe et al., 2015) and OpenSubtitles Cor-
pus (Tiedemann, 2012) consisting only of the dialogue text, where no speaker labels are available.
Building accurate speaker identification models allows estimating speaker labels in such corpora.

In this work, we take a step in this direction by designing data-driven models for turn taking and
speaker identification using data from open-domain multi-participant dialogues. To train our models,
we leverage a publicly available text corpus based on movie scripts. We focus on probabilistic
models, which can be extended with additional contextual, acoustic and prosodic signals.

2 Classification Tasks

We define two classification tasks. The first is a turn taking binary classification task. Given two
consecutive sentences, the model must classify the sentences as turn-change, i.e. the speaker of the
first sentence is different from the speaker of the second sentence, or no-turn-change, i.e. the speaker
is the same for both sentences.

The second task is a 6-way classification task, which we will refer to as the speaker identification
task. Given two consecutive sentences, the model must classify the sentences as one of six classes:

• Class 1: a single speaker without any pause,

• Class 2: a single speaker with a pause,

• Class 3: two speakers, where second speaker is <first_speaker>,

• Class 4: two speakers, where second speaker is <second_speaker>,

• Class 5: two speakers, where second speaker is <third_speaker>,

• Class 6: two speakers, where second speaker is <minor_speaker>.

The task can trivially be expanded to include additional speakers, but due to data scarcity we will
restrict ourselves to six classes. The task can be converted into the binary turn taking classification
task by redefining classes 1)-2) as the no-turn-change class and classes 3)-6) as the turn-change
class.

For both tasks, the model is also allowed to condition its prediction on all previous sentences in the
script, but without knowing the true speakers.

3 Dataset

We use the Movie-Scriptolog dataset (Serban et al., 2015) consisting of 614 movie scripts, which
was developed by expanding and preprocessing another movie script corpus (Banchs, 2012) based
on The Internet Movie Script Database1. We choose to work with films because they reflect natural
spoken interactions between humans (Forchini, 2009). For example, based on analysing a corpus of
a hundred transcribed films, Forchini (2009) observes that: "movie language can be regarded as a
potential source for teaching and learning spoken language features". Although movie scripts are
written by manuscript writers, they are subsequently edited by producers and actors and therefore
reflect a high degree of realism. This is especially the case for our corpus, because the majority of
films we include are very well-known; 522 of the films have more than 10,000 votes on IMDB2.

The movie scripts in the dataset were preprocessed using regex expressions and spell checking and
afterwards tokenized with the Moses tokenizer developed by Josh Schroeder3. Furthermore, due to
the differences in punctuation and casing style between scripts, all tokens were lower-cased and each
punctuation mark was made into a separate token. Each manuscript is a separate entity consisting
of a sequence of tokens. Each utterance ends with an end-of-utterance token </s>, and starts with
a speaker token: <first_speaker>, <second_speaker>, <third_speaker>, <minor_speaker>, which

1www.imsdb.com
2www.imdb.com
3github.com/moses-smt/mosesdecoder/

blob/master/scripts/tokenizer/tokenizer.perl
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respectively represents the most frequent speaker of the movie (e.g. main actor), the second most
frequent speaker (e.g. supporting actor), the third most frequent speaker and all other speakers, i.e.
all less frequent speakers are given the label <minor_speaker>. Furthermore, for voice over and
off screen utterances respectively, the speaker token is followed by one of the two auxiliary tokens
<voice_over> and <off_screen>. The corpus also contains a special pause token denoted <pause>,
which is placed between consecutive, uninterrupted utterances of the same speaker.

For the classification tasks described above, we break each script in the Movie-Scriptolog dataset
into a sequence of sentences always separated by either punctuation marks, question marks or ex-
clamation marks. We then remove all speaker tokens and auxiliary token from each sentence. We
keep the training, validation and test set splits from the Movie-Scriptolog dataset. Statistics for each
class in the two tasks are outlined in Table 1. The dataset will be made available upon request.

Turn Taking Task Speaker Classification Task Training Validation Test

No-Turn-Change Class 1 416,264 55,157 58,866
No-Turn-Change Class 2 837 107 97

Turn-Change Class 3 93,135 12,643 12,171
Turn-Change Class 4 53,455 7,266 7,087
Turn-Change Class 5 31,670 4,375 4,142
Turn-Change Class 6 118,858 16,352 16,460

Table 1: Label instances for the two classification tasks.

4 Models

Our objective is to build an automatic classifier for the two tasks defined above. We consider two
baseline models, then experiment with a standard recurrent neural network (RNN model), and finally
explore variants that condition on additional information from the conversation.

4.1 Baseline models

The first baseline model always predicts the most frequent class. We call this model the Majority
Class Predictor. This is the most naive baseline available and useful simply to define the difficulty
of the task.

The second baseline model is a logistic regression model, which takes as input a set of hand-crafted
features. Largely inspired by the work of Walker et al. (2012), we compute the following features
for each of the two sentences:

• Sum over word sentiment polarities using SentiWordNet (Esuli and Sebastiani, 2006).

• Number of bad words (e.g. swear words)4.

• Probabilities of sentence belonging to one of 15 dialogue act types according to a naive
Bayes classifier. The naive Bayes classifier was based on bag-of-words features and trained
with maximum likelihood on the NPS corpus using NLTK5.

• Sum of TF-IDF (term frequency times inverse document frequency) values for each word
in the sentence, where the document is defined to be all the words in the movie script.

We computed additional features as transformations of these by subtracting the features of the first
sentence from that of the second sentence, as well as by taking their absolute values. This yielded
80 features in total as input to the logistic regression model, which was then trained by optimizing
the log-likelihood separately for each task. We call this the Logistic Regression model.

4Based on the following word list: github.com/shutterstock/
List-of-Dirty-Naughty-Obscene-and-Otherwise-Bad-Words/blob/master/en

5NLTK (Natural Language Toolkit) is a python natural language processing library, which can
be downloaded at www.nltk.org. Further details on the naive Bayes classifier is described at
www.nltk.org/book/ch06.html.
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4.2 Recurrent Neural Networks

We propose to use recurrent neural networks (RNNs) for embedding the words before and af-
ter the classification labels into a distributed vector space representation (Bengio et al., 2003;
Mikolov et al., 2010). It might be useful to embed more context, hence we will embed the pre-
vious t tokens before the classification label, and the next t tokens after the classification label.
Inspired by the approach taken by Yu et al. (2014) and Lowe et al. (2015), we use two GRU RNNs
(Cho et al., 2014) to transform the words into a vector representation. The first RNN reads the pre-
vious t tokens word-by-word forwards producing a sequence of hidden states hp

1, . . . , h
p
t , where p

stands for previous. The last hidden state of the RNN is taken to be the vector representation of
the previous sentences: vp = (hp

t )
T . Likewise, the second RNN reads the next t tokens word-by-

word forwards producing another sequence of hidden states hn
1 , . . . , h

n
t , where n stands for next.

Its last hidden state is taken to be the vector representation of the next sentences: vn = hn
t . We

constrain the RNNs to share parameters for the word embeddings. We assume that both RNNs have
the same hidden state size q, which implies that the sentence embeddings also have dimensionality
q: vp, vn ∈ Rq . Further details on the RNN architectures are given by Cho et al. (2014).

In addition to the sentence embeddings, we also want to condition the models on the hand-crafted
features discussed above. Let F ∈ R80 be the vector of 80 hand-crafted features. Let Mi ∈ Rq×q

and Li ∈ R80 respectively be parameter matrices and vectors for i = 1, . . . , k, where k is the
number of classes defined by the classification task. The model assigns probabilities defined by:

Pθ(speaker class = c | sentences) =
exp(vpMcv

n + LT
c F )∑

i exp(v
pMivn + LT

i F )
, (1)

which, for fixed vp and vn, can be interpreted as a logistic regression model conditioned on both the
sentence embeddings and the hand-crafted features. The model is illustrated in Figure 1.

To help generalization we regularize the model. First, we restrict Mi, for classes i = 1, . . . , k, to be
diagonal. We then rewrite the term inside the exponential function of the numerator in eq. (1):

vpMiv
n = Tr(vpMiv

n) = Tr(Miv
nvp) =

∑
j

Mi,jjv
n
j v

p
j =

∑
j

Mi,jj(v
n · vp)j ,

where · is the Hadamard product. The last equality decomposes the result into a weighted sum
over the elements of vn · vp. We can therefore regularize the model further by linearly projecting
vn · vp to a new vector vlow-dimension ∈ Rr of low dimensionality, s.t. vlow-dimension = O(vn · vp),
where O ∈ Rq×r is a parameter matrix and r < q. This is analogous to performing dimensionality
reduction in the space of the product of the embeddings, and reduces the number of parameters for
i = 1, . . . , k in the diagonal matrices Mi ∈ Rr×r. We call this the RNN model.

To help generalization further, we may fix the word embedding parameters with Word2Vec word
embeddings6 (Mikolov et al., 2013) trained on the Google News dataset containing about 100 billion
words. This should improve the semantic representation of each word, since the Google News dataset
is more than four orders of a magnitude larger than the Movie-Scriptolog dataset. We call this the
RNN+Word2Vec model.

We train both models by optimizing the log-likelihood of the labels, where all parameters are shared
between the models for each task with the exception of Mi, Li for i = 1, . . . , k, which are estimated
separately for each task7.

4.3 Conditioning On The Previous Speaker

To take earlier context into account, we may consider the sequence of speakers to be a Markov
chain, where the current speaker depends on only the previous speaker and the utterance of the

6code.google.com/p/word2vec/
7The actual optimization criterion used in our experiments was a sum of three log-likelihoods: the log-

likelihood of the binary turn taking label, the log-likelihood of the speaker classification label and the log-
likelihood of the auxiliary token (<voice_over> <off_screen> or none). Separate parameters Mi, Li for i =
1, . . . , k were optimized for predicting the auxiliary tokens. However, our experiments showed that adding
the last log-likelihood term did not affect the classification accuracies of the two tasks, but it does enable the
model to predict whether there is a <voice_over> or <off_screen> token in the second sentence, which might
be useful for certain applications.
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Figure 1: The computational graph of the RNN model. The vector embeddings vp and vn are
produced respectively by running one RNN over the word sequences in the previous and preceding
sentences and one RNN over the word sequences in the next and proceeding sentences. σ represents
the softmax function as defined in eq. (1). Adapted from Lowe et al. (2015).

.

previous speaker. Formally, let sn be the discrete speaker class at turn n as defined for the speaker
classification task. Let un be the sentence at turn n, and assume that there are N sentences. Now
we can define the following directed graphical model over speakers and sentences:

P (s1, u1, . . . , sN , uN ) = P (s1)P (u1|s1)
N∏

n=2

P (sn|sn−1, un−1)P (un|sn), (2)

where we assume the transitions follow a time-homogeneous Markov chain. However, we are in-
terested in modelling the distribution over speakers. Therefore, we use Bayes rule to compute the
posterior:

P (sn|un, sn−1, un−1) ∝ P (sn, un|sn−1, un−1) = P (sn|sn−1, un−1)P (un|sn) (3)

This motivates our last model, which similarly is conditioned on the previous speaker as well as
the current and previous sentences. This model replaces eq. (1) with parameters conditioned on the
previous speaker class:

Pθ(speaker class = c | sentences, previous speaker class = cprev)

=
exp(vpM

cprev
c vn +

(
L
cprev
c

)T
F )∑

i exp(v
pM

cprev
i vn +

(
L
cprev
i

)T
F )

, (4)

where cprev is the class of the previous speaker as defined in the speaker classification task. As
before, we can train this model by optimizing the log-likelihood of the labels. At test time, we
classify the speakers in each script chronologically: for each sentence we estimate the speaker as the
class with the highest probability under the model, and assume that this is the true label to condition
on when estimating the speaker of the next sentence. Furthermore, we assume that the speaker of
the very first sentence in each script was preceded by the <minor_speaker> (Class 6) class. We call
this the Conditioned RNN model.

This extension can also be applied to the Logistic Regression model. In this case, we train a separate
logistic regression model for each previous speaker label, and evaluate it similarly to the Conditioned
RNN model. We call this model the Conditioned Logistic Regression model.
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Model Turn Taking Task Speaker Classification Task

Majority Class Predictor 59.67% 59.57%

Logistic Regression 63.70% 59.25%
Conditioned Logistic Regression 62.90% 59.48%

RNN 88.85% 68.92%
RNN+Word2Vec 89.47% 69.47%
Conditioned RNN 88.99% 68.76%

Table 2: Test classification accuracies.

4.4 Results

We optimize all models using the first-order stochastic gradient optimization method Adam
(Kingma and Ba, 2015)8. We choose our hyperparameters by early stopping with patience on the
validation set log-likelihood (Bengio, 2012). For the RNN-based models, we experiment with pa-
rameters q ∈ {50, 100, 200}, t ∈ {10, 15, 20, 25, 30}, r = 50 and word embeddings dimensionality
of size 50 and 100. For the RNN+Word2Vec model, we project the 300 dimensional Word2Vec em-
beddings learned from the Google News dataset down to word embeddings of dimensionality t = 50
using principal component analysis. The parameters of the Conditioned RNN and Conditioned Lo-
gistic Regression models were initialized from respectively the parameters of the RNN and Logistic
Regression models.

The results are given in Table 2. First, we observe that the Logistic Regression is able to outper-
form the Majority Class baseline on the turn taking task but not on the speaker classification task.
Second, we see that the RNN-based models clearly outperform the Logistic Regression model on
both classification tasks. This suggests that the RNNs have learned sentence-level embeddings that
capture speaker discriminative lexico-syntatic and semantic cues. In particular, the observation that
the RNN+Word2Vec model performs slightly better than the RNN model suggests that additional la-
belled training data may improve performance substantially. However, contrary to our expectations,
neither the Conditioned Logistic Regression nor the Conditioned RNN models performed substan-
tially better than their unconditioned counterparts. This might suggest that the features computed by
these models implicitly already take into account the previous speaker class, or it might suggest that
the previous speaker class does not provide discriminative information for classifying the current
speaker class. Further investigation is necessary.

5 Discussion

This work presents a data-driven approach to automatically infer turns and speakers from scripted
dialogues. The models considered show promising performances for automatically identifying turn
taking and speaker cues in multi-participant open-domain dialogues. They allow rich probabilistic
inference, and could be further augmented to consider more speaker characteristics, such as features
based on audio and task context. Future work should apply these to spoken dialogue corpora.

In related work, Walker et al. (2012) used movie scripts to classify the personality of characters.
They showed that film characters were often based on stereotypical roles, and that these could be
distinguished according to the manuscript writer and the film genre, suggesting that movie scripts
may serve as a test bed for experiments related to personality characterization. Clearly, the possi-
bility of inferring additional information about speakers holds significant potential for personalizing
the delivery of services, recommendations, advertising, and much more. Our results suggest that
recurrent neural networks offer a rich paradigm for building models for speaker characterization.
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